Use this form to document interactions between Hank and other characters.

**Hank the Cowdog Interacts With Madame Moonshine**

How? 

Compare and Contrast Hank with Madame Moonshine:

Same: 

Different: 

List any changes in relationship: 

**Madam Moonshine INTERNAL Traits**

**Hank the Cowdog Interacts With Rip and Snort**

How? 

Compare and Contrast Hank with Rip and Snort:

Same: 

Different: 

List any changes in relationship: 

**Rip and Snort INTERNAL Traits**

**Hank the Cowdog Interacts With Wallace and Junior**

How? 

Compare and Contrast Hank with Wallace and Junior:

Same: 

Different: 

List any changes in relationship: 

**Wallace & Jr. INTERNAL Traits**
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Use this mystery diagram to map out Lost in the Dark Unchanged Forest. After each podcast episode, you can work to add to the diagram.

## Characters
- Detective: __________________
- Sidekick: _________________
- Suspects: _________________
  - _________________
  - _________________
  - _________________

## Setting
__________________
__________________
__________________

## Problem
The problem is the crime or mystery to be solved.
__________________
__________________
__________________

## Solution
__________________
__________________
__________________

## Clues
These are the events that are part of the rising action.
__________________
__________________
__________________

## Red Herrings
Misleading clues (they are meant to throw the reader off)
__________________
__________________
__________________
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